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 This book will show you how to create dynamic and compelling presentations using Microsoft Producer for PowerPoint 2002. Producer lets you take Microsoft PowerPoint-based presentations to a more persuasive level by synchronizing your PowerPoint slides with video and audio to create dynamic rich-media presentations. The video and audio you use can be recorded from a video tape or captured live in Producer. You can also import and use existing digital media files. 

 In addition to using video, audio, and PowerPoint slides, you can also use other digital media files such as still images, HTML pages, or even Web content from a live Web site. You can use the different presentation templates available in Producer or custom templates you create to change the appearance of your presentation. 

 You can then easily publish your presentation to a variety of locations, depending on how you want to distribute it. Presentations can be published to your own computer, a corporate intranet site, a Web site, a shared network location, or a recordable CD. This flexibility ensures that your message reaches your audience no matter where they are. 

 Microsoft Producer makes extensive use of Windows Media Technologies. The audio and video in your presentation is in Windows Media Format, a streaming media format that lets you incorporate high-quality audio and video in your presentations. The video and audio are highly compressed because they use Windows Media audio and video codecs to make them smaller, and therefore easier to distribute over the Web, on a corporate intranet site, or over a traditional local area network (LAN). Finally, you can use other Windows Media Technologies to stream your presentations over a corporate LAN, corporate intranet site, or over the Internet so others can watch the presentations you create online. 

             

         

 This book is for people who want to create compelling, rich-media presentations. This book is designed, much like the software, for people who may be new to using digital media. The goal of this book to walk you through the process of creating rich-media presentations, from the basics of recording video and audio to the publishing of the edited project as a presentation, while covering all the tasks you can do in between to create a great final product. The primary audiences for this book are business users and educators. 
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802.1X Port-Based AuthenticationAuerbach Publications, 2006
Written to appeal to a broad audience, 802.1X Port-Based Authentication seeks to define this complex concept in accessible terms and to explore its various applications to today's computer networks using this particular network protocol. This text assumes that the reader may have little or no prior knowledge and only a general understanding of...
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Regex Quick Syntax Reference: Understanding and Using Regular ExpressionsApress, 2018

	
		
			
				This quick guide to regular expressions is a condensed code and syntax reference for an important programming technique. It demonstrates regex syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference, showing you how to execute regexes in many languages, including JavaScript, Python, Java, and...
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Creative Wedding Album Design with Adobe Photoshop: Step-by-Step Techniques for Professional Digital PhotographersAmherst Media, 2009

	
		Pairing photographic creativity with digital-manipulation techniques, this unique manual teaches the use of Photoshop® to design artful, distinctive, and compelling wedding albums. Showing that the artistic process need not stop at the click of the shutter, the steps for album creation are detailed—reviewing the images,...
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SQL: Visual QuickStart Guide (3rd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2008
SQL is a standard interactive and programming language for querying and  modifying data and managing databases. This task-based tutorial and  reference guide takes the mystery out learning and applying SQL. After  going over the relational database model and SQL syntax in the first  few chapters, veteran author Chris Fehily immediately launches...
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Electronics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Explore the basic concepts of electronics, build your electronics workbench, and begin creating fun electronics projects right away!


	Electronics For Dummies, 3rd Edition is Packed with hundreds of colorful diagrams and photographs, this book provides step-by-step instructions for experiments that...
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Networking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	The bestselling beginning networking book is now updated to cover the latest tools and trends!


	Fully updated and revised to include the latest trends in networking, this perennial bestseller features updated coverage of broadband technologies, storage, and backup. You'll discover the hottest topics for setting up a network at...
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